NOTES ON CHAPTER IX	309
 21.	This is supplemented in § 66.    See note I on '* Aspects."
 22.	These diagrams are only fanciful variations of that in § 8,
or rather of that given in note B, and have no special value.
 23.	See § 13, and notes E and F.
 24.	See note G.    I cannot discover the process by which the
figures in column i are arrived at.    The total is nearly 34 days,
but there is at least one mistake,  for,  according to the text,
5 pollucks should be 50 pollucks.    The entries under Q and ((
are largely concerned with topics connected with the houses.    See
also the note to § 12.
 25.	The table of " lords " of signs at the bottom is orthodox.
These are the domiciles of the planets, or the signs {not houses)
ruled by the planets.    See notes D and F.
 26.	This table, which is hardly intelligible, is discussed in note H,
The number of stars allotted to each sign has, apparently, no
astrological signification.
 27.	See also §§ 29, 30, 45, 51, 54, 74.    The subject of Dasds
or planetary periods is dealt with in note L.    The division of the
year into 360 parts does not imply a year of 360 days.    See Hindu
Astronomy, p. 57.
28.	The list of planetary colours is orthodox.    See note F.
29-30.    Continuation of § 27.    See note L.
31.	(a) The influence of the planets on meteorology is a very
old theme.    The basis of the rules is, in western astrology, the
following classification of the planets :
saturn -	Cold and dry.
jupiter	-        -   Warm and humid.
mars     -	Hot and dry.
sun        -	-   ,    -    Hot.
venus   -	Cold and humid.
mercury	-        -    Indifferent.
moon    -	Humid.
(6) Compare with § 23.    All three of the planets are malefic,
and & is particularly concerned with fighting (§ 17).
 32.	(a) Marshall recurs to this theme on several occasions.
See §§ 7, 67.    The seventh house represents " marriage " in all
schemes.
 33.	The table connects planets and houses (not signs).    It is
discussed in note G.    Except under fy, where topics peculiar to
houses V, VII, IX and X are mentioned, the table classifies the
effects simply as " good/' " bad " or " medium."   Numbers XII
and VIII are thoroughly " bad/' and numbers I and IV come

